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The publication of the King James version of the Bible,
translated between 1603 and 1611, coincided with an
extraordinary flowering of English literature and is
universally acknowledged as the greatest influence on
English-language literature in history. Now, world-class
literary writers introduce the book of the King James Bible
in a series of beautifully designed, small-format volumes.
The introducers' passionate, provocative, and personal
engagements with the spirituality and the language of the
text make the Bible come alive as a stunning work of
literature and remind us of its overwhelming
contemporary relevance.
Based on the phenomenal bestseller The Action Bible, The
Action Bible Study Bible ESV is a groundbreaking study
Bible that helps preteens understand and connect with the
timeless truth of God's Word.
Based on the phenomenal bestseller "The Action Bible,"
"The Action Bible Study Bible ESV" is a groundbreaking
study Bible that helps preteens understand and connect
with the timeless truth of God's Word.
She wants faith, hope, and love. She wants help and
healing. She wants to hear and be heard, to see and be
seen. She wants things set right. She wants to know what is
true—not partly true, or sometimes true, or almost true.
She wants to see Truth itself, face-to-face. But here, now,
these things are all cloudy. Hope is tinged with hurt. Faith
is shaded by doubt. Lesser, broken things masquerade as
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love. How does she find something permanent when the
world around her is always changing, when not even she
can stay the same? And if she finds it, how does she hold
on? She Reads Truth tells the stories of two women who
discovered, through very different lives and circumstances,
that only God and His Word remain unchanged as the
world around them shifted and slipped away. Infused with
biblical application and Scripture, this book is not just
about two characters in two stories, but about one Hero
and one Story. Every image points to the bigger
picture—that God and His Word are true. Not because of
anything we do, but because of who He is. Not once, not
occasionally, but right now and all the time. Sometimes it
takes everything moving to notice the thing that doesn’t
move. Sometimes it takes telling two very different stories
to notice how the Truth was exactly the same in both of
them. For anyone searching for a solid foundation to cling
to, She Reads Truth is a rich and honest Bible-filled
journey to finally find permanent in a world that’s passing
away.
Holy Bible
My Creative Bible Softcover
The Action Bible Study Bible
ESV Thinline Bible (Buffalo Leather, Deep Brown)
Meditations of a Christian Hedonist
Introducing a brand new series of Action
Bible graphic novels featuring vivid new
artwork from Sergio Cariello. Even as God
walked through the beauty of His new
creation, and breathed life into Adam, His
masterpiece ... a warrior-angel gives into his
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pride—and commits the ultimate betrayal.
Witness Adam and Eve falling into Lucifer's
trap, as the battle for eternity begins in this
brilliantly presented retelling of Creation,
the Fall, and God's promise of redemption.
The clarity, accuracy, and literary grace of
the NIV text alongside the teaching of Dr.
David Jeremiah creates an interrelationship
that is so essential to understanding the
complete biblical message and what is says,
what it means, and what it means to you.
The result is a Bible that can be read and
used by all Christians who want to grow in
their faith by going deeper into God’s Word.
This extensive, full-color guide to Bible
characters includes fascinating facts and
figures about the Bible’s most curious but
sometimes relatable people. Including allnew illustrations from graphic artist Sergio
Cariello, The Action Bible Heroes and
Villains draws in young readers with:
Colorful info about the crazy origins,
amazing occupations, and strengths and
failings of more than 75 Bible characters.
Historical background and “Where Is It
Now?” guides to ancient and modern-day
locations. Diagrams, stories, and fun facts
about food, clothing, traditions, individual
quirks, and miraculous interventions. From
Adam and Eve’s most embarrassing moment
to the details of a Roman soldier’s armor to
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Zechariah’s hometown, the unique insights
and dynamic illustrations in this jam-packed
guide jump off the pages and into kids’
minds and hearts as they meet people just
like them whom God used in His redemptive
story.
With more than 340,000 references
connected to every verse in the Bible, the
ESV Exhaustive Concordance is an ideal
reference tool for quickly locating particular
passages or for conducting in-depth word
studies.
The Action Bible Heroes Card Collection
God's Redemptive Story
Esv Bible With Creeds and Confessions,
Trutone, Black
The Action Storybook Bible
Life Application Study Bible
Pairs biblical terms with their definitions
along with simple explanations of biblical
context and colorful illustrations.
Based on the phenomenal bestseller The Action
Bible, The Action Bible Study Bible ESV is a
groundbreaking study Bible that helps
preteens understand and connect with the
timeless truth of God's Word. Premium slate
gray binding makes this special edition the
perfect gift for kids ages 9 to 12.
Insightful and heart-warming, this classic
book is written for those who seek to know
God better. It unfolds life-impacting,
biblical truths and has been called a "soulPage 4/14
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stirring celebration of the pleasures of
knowing God."
Inspire little ones to pray with this
Precious Moments® themed book of prayers.
Prayers of thanks, prayers of praise, prayers
for school, for mealtime, for bedtime—boys
and girls are sure to discover prayers that
will become lifetime favorites. Featuring
adorable Precious Moments characters, this
case-bound, padded board book will be a
cherished addition to any child’s library.
Children will be drawn to the soft, inviting
illustrations, and parents will appreciate
the heartfelt prayers and the scriptures from
the International Children’s Bible®. Since
1978, Precious Moments has grown into an
evergreen brand recognized worldwide, with
more than 14.5 million books and Bibles sold
through Thomas Nelson.
ESV Catholic Bible - Augustine Edition
ESV Story of Redemption Bible: A Journey
Through the Unfolding Promises of God
(Trutone, Burgundy/Red, Timeless Design): A
Journey Through the Unfoldi
ESV Kid's Thinline Bible (TruTone, the True
Vine)
The Story of Creation
She Reads Truth
The NIV Action Study Bible helps preteens build a strong
foundation of faith to last a lifetime. For fans of The
Action Bible who want to go beyond the pictures and
deeper into God's redemptive story, The NIV Action
Study Bible is a full-text study Bible that takes preteens
(ages 9 and up) further into the heart of God's Word and
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connects His timeless truth to their lives today. The
Action Bible has introduced millions of kids to the stories
in the Bible with its dramatic comic-book-style
illustrations. Now they can go deeper with The NIV Action
Study Bible. Designed to encourage a stronger
connection with God, this essential study Bible includes
the complete NIV translation and brings preteens into
the action with these features: What About This? Insights
to tough questions about faith Unlock It! Who did what,
when, where ... and why it matters Guess It! Person,
place, or thing? Guessing fun with five clues Find It! A
distinct icon that appears whenever a story is included in
the The Action Bible Activate Reflection on Bible themes
and how they apply to life today Ancient Archives
Cultural history of ancient times--what were clothes,
houses, weapons, food, celebrations, and traditions like?
Experience the Drama Comic book artist Sergio Cariello's
dramatic illustrations capture the imagination and
transport readers to another time. Forty full-color
illustrated pages throughout the Bible and over two
hundred in-text black and white illustrations. Plus book
introductions, maps, a dictionary, concordance, and
more.
The ESV Bible with Creeds and Confessionsincludes 13
historic creeds and confessions along with introductions
for each, making it easy for today's Christians to
regularly reflect on these articulations of Christian
doctrine in order to grow in understanding of the truth.
Pairs fifty-two Bible stories in graphic novel format with
activities and questions that can be used as a weekly
devotional.
The top-selling ESV Thinline Bible is ideal for use at
home and on-the-go. At one inch thick and available in
multiple designs, there is a perfect ESV Thinline Bible for
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everyone. 1" thick Presentation page Double-column
format Concordance Full-color maps
My Creative Bible Pink Salsa Hardcover
WHAT IT SAYS. WHAT IT MEANS. WHAT IT MEANS FOR
YOU.
Desiring God
The Picture Bible
The NIV Action Study Bible

The ESV Global Study Bible is a one-volume study
resource for globally minded Christians everywhere. It has
been designed to be highly accessible and priced for
distribution on a global scale.
The ESV Student Study Bible, adapted from the ESV
Study Bible, contains 12,000+ study notes, book
introductions and timelines, 80+ maps and illustrations,
120 character profiles, 900 "Did You Know?" facts, 10
topical articles, and more.
The Story of Redemption Bible leads readers on a journey
through the sweeping storyline of Scripture from start to
finish, with conversational commentary written by pastor
Greg Gilbert interspersed throughout the full ESV text.
A reasonably priced, quality black hardcover pew and
ministry Bible featuring a large 12-point font.
English Standard Version
The Action Bible Guess-It Game
New International Verison, British Tan Alligator, European
Leather
ESV Global Study Bible
ESV Student Study Bible (Trutone, Navy/Slate, Timeless
Design)
You have a new way to share the true story of Easter with
your children: The Action Bible Easter Story. This Bible
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booklet is easy for kids to understand, as illustrations from
Marvel and DC Comics artist Sergio Cariello bring the story of
Jesus to life. Parents, see how easily you can teach your
children about the miracle of Jesus's life, death, and
resurrection using this tool. Churches, The Action Bible
Easter Story is the perfect resource for Sunday school
teachers and families. Don't forget the most important gift of
all this year. Share the true meaning of Easter with The
Action Bible Easter Story.
The ESV Study Bible was created to help people understand
the Bible in a deeper way. Combining the best and most
recent evangelical Christian scholarship with the highly
regarded ESV text, it is the most comprehensive study Bible
ever published. The ESV Study Bible features more than
2,750 pages of extensive, accessible Bible resources,
including completely new notes, full-color maps, illustrations,
charts, timelines, and articles created by an outstanding team
of 93 evangelical Christian scholars and teachers. In addition
to the 757,000 words of the ESV Bible itself, the notes and
resources of the ESV Study Bible comprise an additional 1.1
million words of insightful explanation and teaching-equivalent
to a 20-volume Bible resource library all contained in one
volume. (Please note this edition does not come with free
access to the Online ESV Study Bible resources.)
The ESV Kid's Thinline Bible is a portable, readable, childfriendly Bible for children ages 8-12. The complete ESV text
is interspersed with engaging, 4-color inserts containing
helpful features that supplement a child's Bible reading. It
also includes child-friendly maps, timelines, and a dictionary
for reference. Formatted in the same text setting as the ESV
Large Print Thinline Bible, this Bible is easy to take to church,
school, or Bible study. Size: 5.375" x 8.375" 8-point type
1,328 pages Words of Christ in burnt orange Double-column,
paragraph format Dictionary
14 child-friendly, 4-color inserts
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with all-new supplemental content Introduction to the Bible
30-day and 90-day reading plans with readings from GenesisRevelation OT and NT timeline art Child-friendly maps Ribbon
marker
Based on the phenomenal bestseller The Action Bible, The
Action Bible Study Bible ESV is a groundbreaking study Bible
that helps preteens understand and connect with the timeless
truth of God's Word. Premium lavender binding makes this
special edition the perfect gift for kids ages 9 to 12.
The Action Bible Study Bible ESV
ESV Archaeology Study Bible
The Action Bible Anytime Devotions
The Action Bible
ESV

Combined with the complete text of the English
Standard version, the Action Bible includes: "What
about this?, Unlock it!, Activate (reflections),
ancient archives, plus a 40 page "miniseries of
God's redemptive story by Sergio Cariello.
The ESV Women's Study Bible features study and
devotional content along with elegant artwork
from artist Dana Tanamachi to help women in all
seasons of life pursue a transformational
understanding of Scripture.
The Action Bible presents more than 230 fastpaced narratives in chronological order, making it
easy to follow the Bible’s historical flow and
building up to the thrilling climax of God’s
redemptive story. Plus, these spectacular updates
take the action to a whole new level: 25 new
stories showcase a more extensive exploration of
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God’s work in our lives. 23 expanded stories
highlight additional experiences of the people who
tell God’s story. 128 new pages of illustrations
deliver a richer artistic experience with more closeup faces, historical details, and dramatic colors.
Every page sparks excitement to explore God’s
Word and know Him personally. Readers will
witness God’s active presence in the world
through stories from the life of Jesus and great
heroes of the faith. Let this blend of powerful
imagery and clear storytelling capture your
imagination and instill the truth that invites you to
discover your own adventure of life with God.
Sergio Cariello’s illustrations for The Action Bible
leap off the page with the same thrilling energy
that earned him international recognition for his
work with Marvel Comics and DC Comics.
The ESV Archaeology Study Bibleroots the biblical
text in its historical and cultural context, giving
Bible readers a framework for better
understanding the people, places, and events
recorded in Scripture.
ESV Women's Study Bible (Trutone, Deep Brown)
The Action Bible Handbook
A Dictionary of People, Places, and Things
The Action Bible Devotional
The Battle Begins
The Action BibleEnglish Standard Version
As today’s kids face a culture of
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comparison, temptation, and bullying, they
need to know God is with them and for
them, and He has already proven His power
to help them overcome. The Action Bible
Anytime Devotions invites kids ages 8–12
to connect with God by exploring Bible
truth and applying it to their real-world
struggles—anytime, anywhere, and as often
as they need encouragement. All-new
original illustrations engage kids in
vivid scenes from Bible stories, while
each of the 90 devotions tackles a
relevant topic such as anger, honesty, and
identity. Every action verse, practical
question, life application, and simple
prayer helps build their faith in God and
strengthen their character. So when
they’re confronted with confusing issues
or challenging choices, kids can count on
God’s promises to hold true for them no
matter what. Families who love The Action
Bible will perfectly relate to The Action
Bible Anytime Devotions as they dig deeper
into God’s Word and experience the
confidence that can only come from knowing
and following Him.
One of today's best-selling study
Bibles--the NIV Life Application Study
Bible--has been updated and expanded. The
newly revised edition includes over 300
brand new Life Application notes, 350 note
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revisions, 16 new personality profiles,
updated charts, and a Christian Worker's
Resource make this study Bible even
better. Features: * The bestselling NIV
translation * Over 10,000 in-text
application notes -- including 300 new
notes and significant revisions to nearly
350 others * Over 100 personality profiles
with sixteen new ones * Most charts
revised to clarify meaning and importance,
plus eight all-new charts * New
information on the intertestamental period
* Christian Worker's Resource, a special
supplement to enhance the reader's
ministry effectiveness, includes: How to
Become a Believer, How to Follow Up with a
New Believer, Mining the Treasures of the
Life Application Study Bible, So You've
Been Asked to Speak, and Taking the Step
to Application
The Action Storybook Bible invites
families with children ages 8 and under to
explore God’s redemptive story together.
From the sleek and amazing creatures God
created at the beginning of the world to
the powerful kings who reigned over
ancient Israel to Jesus’s gift of eternal
life for you and your family—God has a
beautiful and exciting plan for the world.
Where do you fit into that plan? How are
the truths found in God’s Word reflected
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in your life? This Bible storybook
features 15 episodes highlighting key
milestones in God’s story, packed with
dozens of scenes—combining stories from
God’s Word with brand-new captivating
illustrations from Brazilian master-artist
Sergio Cariello, illustrator of the
bestselling The Action Bible. Discover
your family’s place in God’s redemptive
story and together put your faith into
action! Interactive features include:
Fifteen episodes loaded with over 350
brand-new illustrations from master-artist
Sergio Cariello. Short and easy reading
for all ages. Take turns telling God’s
redemptive story! The Life, Faith, Action!
feature wraps up each episode and helps
your family recognize how God is moving
through each story, discover how that
relates to your daily lives, and feel
inspired to put your faith into action.
Heroes Hall of Fame index, where you can
look up your favorite Bible characters and
discover their stories!
The Gospel According to John
An Interactive Adventure through God's
Redemptive Story
Precious Moments: Little Book of Prayers
The Action Bible: Heroes and Villains
Retells the stories of the Bible in comic
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strip format, including the stories of
Noah, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Joseph,
Moses, David, Ruth, Esther, and Jesus
My Creative Bible for Girls is an
illustrated journaling Bible, wonderfully
designed to help young girls to grow
closer to God through art and creativity.
Inspire a girl in your life to let the
light of the Lord shine in her life with
uplifting stories and beautiful artwork.
This girl's Bible uses the ESV (English
Standard Version) Bible translation and
the text is formatted in a single-column.
My Creative Bible for Girls will become a
beloved treasure in the life of any young
girl. The princess design and iridescent
accents give this Bible a magnificent
finishing touch.
Authorized King James Version
The Jeremiah Study Bible, NIV
ESV Exhaustive Concordance
52 Weeks of God-Inspired Adventure
90 Ways to Help Kids Connect with God
Anytime, Anywhere
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